
Regular readers might have noticed that I have been writing to a
theme so far in 2004. The theme is ISPF Edit. I hold to the
simple fact that the ISPF editor is by far the most frequently

used piece of software in ISPF. Therefore, any techniques and produc-
tivity enhancements with regard to using ISPF Edit more efficiently are
always worth learning.

Another quirk in modern usage of the ISPF Editor has to do with its
age. It is so old that many useful features have either been forgotten,
ignored or were never learned by many users. This is especially true of
newer users. This is the sub-text of my ISPF Edit theme. Call it the res-
urrection of some “oldies but goodies” or revisiting features that have
been around for many years but very few people use.

In keeping with this theme, this month I will explain some useful
techniques to make certain types of editing tasks easier and more fool-
proof. Most of these techniques have been available since at least the
early 1980s.

EXCLUSION BY STRING

The simple technique of using the EXCLUDE primary command
with a specific string as a parameter can be put to many valuable uses.
Here’s an example.

Suppose you wanted to review all of the comment lines in a COBOL
source file. Perhaps you might need to remove older, commented-out
code while leaving legitimate, hand-written comments in place. The
following stacked sequence of commands would present you with a
“comment-only” view of a COBOL program being edited:

Command → X ALL ‘*’ 7;FLIP

Read this as: Exclude (temporarily hide) all lines in the source file
that have an asterisk (*) in column 7. Then, FLIP the exclusion.

Note that the ISPF Edit EXCLUDE primary command can be
entered as a simple one-letter command: X.

GLOBAL EXCLUSION FOLLOWED BY A FIND
ALL

This is a common variation on the theme of showing only certain
lines by way of exclusion. Instead of using some specific string in an
EXCLUDE primary command, the entire file under edit is excluded.
Then, using a known string in a FIND ALL command, the target lines
are revealed (non-excluded). An example follows.

In a PDS that has “STATS ON”, a member at modification level 44
(VV.MM in member list is 01.44) is being edited. You need to see all
of the changes made to the member at level 44 prior to making your
own changes. The following stacked sequence of commands would
present you with the desired view:

Command → X ALL;F ALL ‘44’ 79

Read this as: Hide all lines. Then FIND ALL lines that have the
number ‘44’ in column 79-80.

When STATS are maintained for datasets with standard numbering
(“NUM ON STD” in edit profile), the level number of all changes
made at a given modification level is stamped in the two rightmost
numbering columns (in an 80-byte dataset, this would be 79-80). The
stacked commands shown above would be a quick and easy way to
view only the lines that were modified at level 44.

Note that the FIND ISPF Edit command will always un-exclude a
line. Unless, of course, the NX parameter is used on the FIND.

DELETION OF LINES BY THEIR EXCLUDED (OR
NON-EXCLUDED) STATUS

This technique is quite powerful. I use it extensively when cleaning
up files that I am editing. It requires the use of the DELETE ISPF Edit
primary command entered in conjunction with either the X / NX
parameters and/or a label range.

If you are unfamiliar with the DELETE command of ISPF Edit,
here’s an example of its use.

Revisiting the earlier example, the one given under the Exclusion By
String section, let’s say that in order to remove all of the old commented-
out COBOL code, you have elected to use the DELETE primary
command. In this case, what you would do is manually exclude all of the
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hand-written comments that you don’t want to delete by using the XX /
XX block version of the EXCLUDE line command. When you arrive at
the condition where ONLY the old commented-out lines of COBOL code
are visible (non-excluded), you would issue the following command:

Command → DEL ALL NX

Read this as: Delete all of the non-excluded lines.
Simple enough. What can take some time is the actual setting up of

the excluded lines. However, it is almost always faster and certainly
more accurate to use a technique like the one just described. The alter-
native would be using FIND commands or manually scrolling around
the data trying to isolate the lines to remove.

EXCLUSION BY STRING FOLLOWED BY A
DELETION BY EXCLUSION

In my work as a DBA, I have encountered a number of “slam-dunk”
situations where I always want to remove certain lines from some
meta-data source files. The lines I want to remove are merely a visual
distraction, and I don’t need to see them. Ever.

Here’s an example:
When I punch out a CA-IDMS schema from a Data Dictionary, I

always use punch syntax that looks like this:

PUNCH SCHEMA schema-name AS SYNTAX WITHOUT ELEMENTS.

This syntax creates an 80-byte “flat file” version of the Data
Definition Language (DDL) that defines whatever schema I am working
with. The CA-IDMS software that punches out the schema always
includes a raft of comments that I don’t need to see. These comments
are the target of my “slam-dunk” scissors.

Once in ISPF Edit on the DDL schema source, I issue:

Command → X ALL “*+” 1;DEL ALL X

Read this as: Exclude all of the lines that have a “*+” (indicating a
comment) in column 1. Then, delete all of the excluded lines.

In one command invocation (admittedly a stacked invocation), all of
the comment lines simply disappear—quickly, accurately and safely.

LIMITING CHANGE COMMAND SCOPE VIA
EXCLUSION

This is yet another useful trick that pertains to line exclusion. There
are many situations where some thoughtful exclusion of lines in
advance of a Change or Change All command can really soup-up your
editing. Exclusion can also substitute for a label range.

To limit the scope of a change command to only excluded lines, use
any combination of exclusion techniques already explained. You might
also have to use the X or XX / XX line commands to force certain lines
to be excluded. This works well in situations where the string that you
want to change doesn’t fall within a convenient range of lines but is
instead scattered throughout the entire source file.

Once everything is excluded to your satisfaction, the following com-
mand is issued:

Command → C ALL old-string new-string X

Read this as: Change all old-string to new-string but only on lines
that are excluded.

A variation of this technique would be to issue the TOP (or UP
MAX) command and then issue:

Command → &C old-string new-string X

The ampersand in front of the CHANGE command will keep the
command string in the command line. You can then repeatedly press
enter and watch as each change occurs, one at a time. Note that the
CHANGE command, like FIND, un-excludes the hidden line.

What if the scope of the change falls within an easily visualized range
of lines? Then it’s a toss-up. You can use either a label range or a block
exclude. If a label range is used, the change command is issued as:

Command → C ALL old-string new-string .A .B

A prerequisite of issuing this command is the placement of the labels
- .A on the first line of the range, .B on the final line.

If an excluded block is used, the command is identical to the one
shown just above:

Command → C ALL old-string new-string X

Again, when using the X parameter, you are required to take the time
to exclude the lines where the change is to operate. For a clearly delin-
eated line range, this is typically done with a block exclude or XX / XX
line commands.

CONCLUSION

There are many interesting variations on the use of exclusion, non-
exclusion and inversions (FLIP) thereof. It might take a little practice
and forethought to learn how best to exploit these powerful features of
ISPF Edit, but I guarantee you that they’re worth learning. 
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